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What is askON?

●AskON started in 2008, initially serving public libraries, college libraries and 
university libraries under the services of Knowledge Ontario.

● In 2011, the university service split off from askON and formed its own virtual 
reference service.

●AskON exists as a method of outreach and promotion of services that libraries
offer their communities.

●AskON provides real-time reference services to members of the public and to 
college students with staff from all participating libraries. 

● In 2013, there were over 250 information professionals staffing the services - 
 including public and college libraries, with  services in both English and French.

●Some facts from 2013:
●16 public libraries and 10 college libraries deliver services Monday to Sunday
●There are over 260 trained professionals providing reference services.

●askON offers an internship program to future graduates in library degree 
●programs

The Facts:
●  askOn's college queue is used by 2000 individuals every year, asking research based questions, directional 
questions, logistical questions and so on. Every year, these individuals are being      provided with a high level 
of service. 

●The greatest number of calls come into askON at the end of semesters, when students are working on exams, 
projects and other school assignments that they require research or reference help with. 

●This suggests that college students in Ontario see askON as a viable and reliable alternative to visiting a 
physical library. 

●As noted above, 88% of the users satisfied with their askON experience.
●Based on chat transcript analysis, we know that users frequently access the service to get help with accessing 
articles and databases; keyword searches; writing essays, and frequently, how to

 use APA citation format. Therefore askON has the potential to contribute to students/users understanding of      
 information literacy and assist them in learning how to find resources on their own.
●To consistently provide high levels of service, askON should be able to know what they are doing to help 
students/users to improve their information literacy skills – this could be refected in the evaluation that follows 
the chat session. This information can then be translated into trainable skills for askON operators.

●Another problem askON faces is getting a higher rate of response to their exit survey – currently standing at 
12% - raising the question: are there ways to increase this?  

Current Exit Survey.
● At present, the askON exit survey asks a number
of qualitative questions, such as:

● How did we do?
● Would you visit us again?
● Where did you learn about askON?

● There is space for the user to provide comments - 
especially if they have a complaint or negative
response to the service.

● There is no space for any qualitative discussion of
the reference encounter.

● By comparison, AskAway, while including many
of these same qualitative measures, also asks users

● a number of qualitative questions.
● What has changed for you as a result of 
your session today?

● While the user can select an answer from a pre-
selected list, they are given the opportunity to 
elaborate on their answer.

● What are the benefits to having qualitative 
measures such as this? How can they benefit the
service. 

Recommendations:
●  One of the fundamental aspects of askON is the provision of excellent reference services,
which in turn helps to foster and promote outreach services within the communities askON
serves.

●  Based on the responses of the exit survey, a high degree of askON users felt their 
encounters were highly successful. However, it is important to consider why they were 
successful.

●  AskON often evaluates their operators based on the quality of the reference interview, searching 
skills of the operator, and the general tone of the encounter – based on this 
triad of criteria for evaluation, askON must revamp their evaluative measures to refect 
their interests.

●  By adapting AskAway's model of getting users to not only evaluate whether or not their encounter 
was successful, askON will be able to get user knowledge of the abilities of their operators.

●  By combining a revamped evaluative matrix with their current system of transcript analysis, askON
will be able to effectively target areas in which further training for their operators is required, areas 
the service might improve and provide users with a unique way of understanding their relationship
with reference encounters and libraries in general.

●  Users should be able to answer the question: “What did you take away from this experience?”

Example of the current askON user survey. 
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●askON strives to deliver “better information than visitors can get on their 
own” with excellent customer service, for instance, in 2013
in the college queue:Questions were 66% research-based, 11% fast fact, 
11% about library services/policies, 6% other, 3% directional, 
18% took less than 5 minutes; 21%-5-10 minutes, 25% took 10 to 20 minutes; 
17 – 20-30 minutes.
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